Full Affiliate Copy Document
AFFILIATE COPY :  WORLD TAPPING CIRCLE
This document is the plain text version of all the emails included in your Affiliate Center. To access your Affiliate Center, please follow the URL listed below and use the log in details that you received in your welcome email. The Affiliate Center contains the HTML coded versions of the email content below. Either the plain text or the HTML coded versions can be used for sending your choice of email sequences or one off mailings to your community.  
Images are provided in both the .zip file that came with this document and can be downloaded through your Affiliate Center. Please choose your favorites to use within plain text emails, in your social media sharing or for banner placement on your website. Unless you are using the provided HTML code, you will need to add your unique URL to each image. 
You can find your unique URLs in your Affiliate Center under the dropdown “Unique Sales Page URLs”. You can link you images to either a the Main World Tapping Circle Page or to the FREE Week Sign Up Page. 
If you are planning on sending a PLAIN TEXT EMAIL SEQUENCE, please note that the URLs are linked to different pages than the two listed above. You will find the specific URL to your sequence located in the Affiliate Center, in the dropdown, listed under the appropriate email title. Please be sure to test your link to ensure that it links to the correct page. 
Your log in details to the affiliate center are located in your Welcome Email that was sent to you titled:
Email title: “Affiliate Confirmation for World Tapping Circle”
You can log in at: www.sonyasophia.us/members

The content below provides you with the following:
2x 1 off email copy (1x Long Form & 1x Short Form)
1x 4 Step Email Sequence surrounding topic Divine Purpose 1, 2 & 3
1x 4 Step Sequence surrounding topic: Clearing the Past & Creating the Future

———————————————————————————————————
Email Copy
Option 1: 1 off mail out
*The following is a one off email copy which can be sent at any time
———————————————————————————————————
Email (This is a 1 off mail)
Subject Line: Letting LOVE IN!

Hi [NAME], 
I'm going to share something transformational and empowering with you. Something that can change your life, relationships (not to mention your brain and DNA) forever. But first let me ask you...

How would you like to be able to reduce fear and remove anxiety from your mind, body and heart? 

How much time and energy would it save you to know how to clear emotional triggers as they arise in minutes or hours instead of weeks, months or years? 
Would you like to be able to silence your "inner critic"? 
(You know, that cruel little voice in your head that judges, attacks and belittles?)
Oh Yes, It really is possible to do all of this without being drugged!
What if I told you that high quality ongoing emotional super support was cheaper by the week than a stiff cup of java and a muffin?  And what if I told you that this potent resource for dealing with daily drama (or accumulated angst from your past) was available to you 24/7 from anywhere with internet access?
Well... it is true.
TRY TAPPING with us for FREE for 7-Days. No credit card needed. 
[INSERT AFFILIATE LINK- WORLD TAPPING CIRCLE SALES PAGE-  FOUND IN AFFILIATE CENTER]

(INSERT IMAGE A HERE- FOUND IN AFFILIATE CENTER)

 "Tapping" or EFT (Emotional Freedom Techniques) cleans up residual emotional debris. Tapping helps you deal with life's dramas in a more healthy and productive way and gives you back your life force and vitality. Tapping helps create an energetic flow of GOODNESS. A flow of LOVE and PROSPERITY.  NOTE: If you are unfamiliar with EFT TAPPING I'm super excited to be the one who presents you with this profoundly powerful self-healing tool. Please allow me to introduce you to EFT expert Sonya Sophia. Here is her helpful EFT video which will give you the basic idea of what EFT can do for you and the world. 
You may have already heard of EFT so you may already know how powerful it is, but what you probably don't know yet is that...
You can now get Tapping support live and round-the-clock from 
The World Tapping Circle with a LIVE online broadcast each week (always recorded) so you can connect anytime it's convenient for you!
YES!! Now you can (privately, and inexpensively) work out any kind of issues you can imagine without having to go anywhere!!! 
 **NOW YOU CAN afford to take care of yourself in a way that you can actually
FEEL WORKING while being an active part of TRANSFORMING OUR WORLD!**
[INSERT THIS IMAGE B HERE- FOUND IN AFFILIATE CENTER]: 
TRY it for FREE for the next 7-Days no credit card needed. 
[INSERT AFFILIATE LINK- WORLD TAPPING CIRCLE SALES PAGE-  FOUND IN AFFILIATE CENTER]

5 Benefits of The World Tapping Circle:  
1.  A WEEKLY LIVE, high quality EFT session to KEEP YOU MOVING FORWARD 
2. 24/7 Tapping Video Library (so you can tap it out anytime!) 
3. Community of World-Changers who are into EVOLVING with YOU 
4. CONSISTENT LOVE and support to help you process your stuff 
5. Do It Yourself HAPPINESS tool to share with your loved ones 
CURIOUS to see what regular EFT sessions can do for you?  
TRY it for FREE for 7-Days no credit card needed. No strings attached. 
 [INSERT AFFILIATE LINK- WORLD TAPPING CIRCLE SALES PAGE-  FOUND IN AFFILIATE CENTER]
When you join THE WORLD TAPPING CIRCLE you are choosing to create: 
1. Oxytocin, (LOVE HORMONES) which super-powers your immune system, strengthens your bones, regenerates your body and makes you FEEL REALLY GOOD! (Oxytocin is the same hormone you release during orgasm).
2. EMOTIONAL SUPPORT - available 24/7
3. FEELING your FEELINGS while maintaining your privacy and dignity
4. RELATIONSHIP improvements as you clear "triggers" and toxic memories
5. FINANCIAL GAINS as you release self-sabotage patterns and fear
6. Activation of your DIVINE PURPOSE as you release past conditioning
If you are ready for more authenticity & LOVE  within a global community of world changers -- SIGN UP NOW:  for your FREE week.
[INSERT AFFILIATE LINK- WORLD TAPPING CIRCLE SALES PAGE-  FOUND IN AFFILIATE CENTER]

[INSERT IMAGE C- FOUND IN AFFILIATE CENTER] 
P.S. Here are a few recent comments from members of the World Tapping Circle.
"This session has energized me... I have a LOT of important art projects that are labor intensive... now I can accomplish them... Thank you."
Greg - New York
“I just forgave myself! Been working on that for 34 years! Wish I could give you all the money I gave my therapists!!!! I have been waiting and praying for this day. You have given me the tool I needed to return…to my kids, my husband, my sisters, and all my family. I can not say enough about how much better I am. Thank you!”    
 Noni -  Texas
“A BIG revelation of what was connected to a childhood trauma,
I had no idea that my inability to allow success in came from this. Obrigada!” 
Clarissa - Brazil 
"That was a great session for me.... I've been tapping a lot on this issue myself but it feels so good to have someone guide me."
Kristina - Massachusetts

"I feel excited and motivated! Thank you for your commitment to change - it is contagious!!! 
Pete - UK.
[INSERT THIS IMAGE D HERE- FOUND IN AFFILIATE CENTER]  
Ready to let the LOVE in? 
[INSERT AFFILIATE LINK- WORLD TAPPING CIRCLE SALES PAGE-  FOUND IN AFFILIATE CENTER]
 Happy Tapping!
[YOUR NAME]

———————————————————————————————————
Email Copy
Option 2: 1 off mail out (Shorter mail out, plain text)
*The following is a one off email copy which can be sent at any time
———————————————————————————————————

Subject Line: WORLD TAPPING CIRCLE is HERE! 

Hi [NAME]

NOW YOU CAN fit TAKING CARE of you into YOUR LIFE! 

YES!! You can (privately, and very inexpensively) work out any kind of issues with high quality Emotional Freedom support without leaving home or booking an appointment. 

You can now get EXPERT emotional support ANYTIME 24/7 for less than the cost of a weekly breakfast at your favorite coffee shop.

It is an honor for me to invite you to try out a FREE WEEK of Healing with The World Tapping Circle. This is a global event that happens weekly which includes a LIVE, online 90 minute broadcast (recorded so you can tap along anytime) and a FULL Tapping Video LIBRARY. 

The World Tapping Circle creates a real opportunity for: 

• Quick and effective NATURAL stress RELIEF
• Profound INSIGHTS and INNER GUIDANCE
• Inner PEACE you can actually *feel* and share
• LIFE SKILLS for HEART centered RELATIONSHIPS & PARENTING
• More LOVE & ACCEPTANCE for yourself and others
• A method to BRING HEALING to FRIENDS, FAMILY & to BUILD COMMUNITY
• An ECO-FRIENDLY, ORGANIC & ECONOMICAL way to get support on ANYTHING
• YOUR CONTRIBUTION to the EVOLUTION of HUMANITY

FREE WEEK MEMBERSHIP DETAILS

1. ATTENDANCE at one *live* 90 minute online World Tapping Circle (Starting the following Monday AFTER you register.) TAP IT OUT in real time with a global community of like-minded others.

2. UNLIMITED ACCESS to the Membership Area for 7 whole days. (This is where INTRO VIDEOS, Tapping FAQ's and the *VIDEO LIBRARY* of all World Tapping Circles can be viewed.

3. CONVENIENCE & PRIVACY. You can log on from your smart phone, tablet or computer and tap along with the REPLAY VIDEOS in the Membership Area. (Even if you miss the live circle, you have access to all REPLAY VIDEOS 24/7)

4. ULTIMATE FLEXIBILITY. You can work on ANY ISSUE during ANY CIRCLE. 
This includes topics like: anxiety, health, sexuality, relationships, depression, fear, addiction, grief, money stress, life purpose and manifesting peak performance. 
Just pick ANY issue and tap along. 

Register here for free:
[INSERT AFFILIATE LINK - FREE WEEK SIGN UP - FOUND IN AFFILIATE CENTER]

See you in the Circle friends!
 [YOUR NAME]

P.S. Here are a few recent comments from members of the World Tapping Circle.
"This session has energized me... I have a LOT of important art projects that are labor intensive... now I can accomplish them... Thank you."
Greg - New York
“I just forgave myself! Been working on that for 34 years! Wish I could give you all the money I gave my therapists!!!! I have been waiting and praying for this day. You have given me the tool I needed to return…to my kids, my husband, my sisters, and all my family. I can not say enough about how much better I am. Thank you!”   
 Noni -  Texas
“A BIG revelation of what was connected to a childhood trauma,
I had no idea that my inability to allow success in came from this. Obrigada!” 
Clarissa - Brazil 
“I just followed your voice and would allow my mind to answer.
It cleared so many emotions.. Love it !!” 
 Lisa -  Holland
"That was a great session for me.... I've been tapping a lot on this issue myself but it feels so good to have someone guide me."
Kristina - Massachusetts
"Thank you all for showing up! WE do this for each other and the world!"  Stephanie - Canada
-TRY TAPPING for FREE  [INSERT AFFILIATE LINK - FREE WEEK SIGN UP - FOUND IN AFFILIATE CENTER] 
See you in the circle,
[YOUR NAME] 
————————————————————————————————————————
Email Copy: 4 STEP SEQUENCE - DIVINE PURPOSE
Option 3: Divine Purpose - 4 Step Sequence 
* This is a 4 step sequence of emails, which we recommend sending out over a series of email blasts, between 1 - 3 weeks.
————————————————————————————————————————
 
Email 1
Subject Line: Let GO and let GROW 
Hi [NAME],

Do you find yourself less willing to work for anyone who is disconnected from the goal of making the world a better place? 

We are awakening collectively. It may sound cliché, but it is true. Your yearning to do what you love (and to receive healthy, financial compensation for creating a life that works for you) is natural and appropriate for the times.

You are not alone. People everywhere are feeling a heartfelt urgency to do what they love and work in a way that is meaningful and good not only for themselves but for everyone.

Our souls are entreating us to come into alignment. We are all being called to fulfill our true "Divine Purpose". We each have a specific part to play in rectifying our culture and our lives in the process. 

The solution is simple – as we come back into integrity with our own souls' guidance we also lighten up physically and emotionally. What a beautiful design. Happy, healthy people create a healthy, happy world.

EFT (Emotional Freedom Techniques) also known as "Tapping" cleans up your emotional body and helps you find the internal resources to let GO and GROW for it! 

[INSERT IMAGE E HERE] 

Tapping allows you to feel yourself changing inside. Tapping helps you release old feelings, thoughts and memories. Tapping gives you resiliency and power over your life. 

TRY OUT TAPPING here: Tap it out with Tapping expert Sonya Sophia as you ask yourself the very important question WHY am I HERE? Let me know what happens! 

INSERT AFFILIATE LINK: Divine Purpose 1- BLOG Link - LOCATED IN AFFILIATE CENTER]


[INSERT YOUR NAME]
 
 
Email 2
Subject Line: Activating Action

Hi [NAME],

[INSERT IMAGE F HERE] 
To turn our lives (and this world) around it takes the willingness to actually do something new! And doing something new takes some new confidence! 
EFT (Emotional Freedom Techniques) also known as Tapping, helps you gain courage and take action on your dreams. Tapping helps you release blocks and move forward.
ACTIVATE ACTION in your life with this FREE EFT video [Insert activating action blog link form affiliate center] from the lovely Sonya Sophia, host of the World Tapping Circle [world tapping circle unique url from affiliate center]
Tapping will help you release blocks about taking action towards what she calls "Your Divine Purpose".
[INSERT AFFILIATE LINK: Divine Purpose 2- BLOG Link- LOCATED IN AFFILIATE CENTER]
I hope you take this opportunity to take your life's purpose to the next level!  
EFT, it is a terrific self- help tool that really works.   [INSERT YOUR NAME]



Email 3
Subject Line: Persistence Pays 

Hi [NAME],

Stepping up and staying on point is not only good for you, but it’s crucial for the transformation of our world. We can no longer afford the burden of being driven by a subconscious mind littered with fears, self sabotage patterns and old toxic memories.
Tap it out and not only will you make solid progress towards living your dream, but you will be a vital part of changing the world for the better! 
[INSERT IMAGE G HERE]
This Tap along video with Sonya Sophia (the host of the World Tapping Circle) is to help you keep moving through everything that tries to get in your way! 
[INSERT AFFILIATE LINK: Divine Purpose 3- BLOG LINK- LOCATED IN AFFILIATE CENTER]
As you stay determined to stay aligned with with your own heart and dreams, you will come into harmony with LIFE. To be in harmony with your LIFE creates harmony and peace within your body and environment and as a result, within our world. 
Your life is what you make of it. I'm encouraging you to be persistent in making yours a life of LOVE, SERVICE and FUN. Try Tapping on whatever things come up for you along the way to fulfilling your true Divine Purpose. 

Happy Tapping!
[INSERT YOUR NAME] 


Email 4
Subject Line: Free Week of Healing! 
Hi [First Name],

I have a VERY SPECIAL TREAT for you! 

Imagine having a true expert on emotional relief "ON TAP" all the time to help you clear away crippling fears and self sabotage patterns.

Imagine filling yourself up over and over again with natural self confidence. 

Imagine feeling relaxed in your your body and happy about your life.

EFT (Emotional Freedom Techniques) expert Sonya Sophia is offering me a chance to gift you with a huge OPPORTUNITY to experience some EMOTIONAL FREEDOM for free. (No credit cards needed) 

Register here: 
[INSERT AFFILIATE LINK FOR FREE WEEK - LOCATED IN AFFILIATE CENTER DROPDOWN - SALES PAGE URLS]

When I asked Sonya Sophia why she wanted to give out a FREE WEEK of Tapping to my people, this is what she said:

"People need to consistently release toxic thoughts and emotions because prolonged stress is taking a huge toll on health, finances and relationships. I want  to make high quality emotional self-care fun, inexpensive and constantly available.

"Tapping support is vital for staying sane and stable and I want the world to be a happier and healthier place for all of us. EFT can be used in real time, real life situations and that's very empowering."

"I created the World Tapping Circle because EFT has helped me so much and I wanted to pay it forward."

The World Tapping Circle makes it possible for you to fit TAKING CARE of YOUR SELF into your busy LIFE. You can privately and effectively work out any kind of issues any time you like without going anywhere. 

When Sonya told me that she and her team were giving an end-of-year "last call" to get in on ground floor prices I jumped at the opportunity to pass on a FREE TRIAL to you! 

I imagine using this week of free EFT to enhance intimacy in your romantic partnerships, to help your family and to help you self-transform old habits around money or health.

The good that you can create with EFT is truly endless, and that's why I love it!  

If you work in a coaching, massage, or a health care profession The World Tapping Circle is a blessed resource for your clients or patients who need quality consistent emotional support. Feel free to pass along this FREE WEEK offer link to them. 

 [INSERT IMAGE H]

The World Tapping Circle is a weekly LIVE online EFT broadcast (but it's always recorded) so you can tap along anytime it's convenient!
I can't wait for you to try it out and let me know what you experience within 
The World Tapping Circle.

Please be my guest and help yourself to a FREE WEEK of HEALING with Sonya Sophia. 

Register here for a free week: 
[INSERT AFFILIATE LINK FOR FREE WEEK - LOCATED IN AFFILIATE CENTER DROPDOWN - SALES PAGE URLS]

Happy Tapping!
[INSERT YOUR NAME]
 
————————————————————————————————————————
Email Copy: 4 Step Sequence: Clearing the Past and Creating the Future
Option 4
* This is a 4 step sequence of emails, which we recommend to be sent out over a series of email blasts, between 1 - 3 weeks.
———————————————————————————————————————
 
Email 1
Subject Line: My Life Long Assumption
Hi [First Name],

Have you been believing something negative about yourself your entire life? Do you secretly think you are unlovable, or not good enough? 
[ INSERT IMAGE I] It's time for this limiting life long assumption to end! My good friend Sonya Sophia, has made this video for us, sharing EFT (Emotional Freedom Techniques). I found it to be a powerful way to bring more clarity and life force into my life. I hope it helps you as well and that you can create another more interesting and enjoyable story for your life! Watch the Video Here:
[INSERT AFFILIATE LINK: PAST/FUTURE-1 BLOG- LOCATED IN AFFILIATE CENTER]
Happy Tapping!
[INSERT YOUR NAME]
 
Email 2
Suggested Subject Line: Ancestral Memory- It’s Real
Hi [First Name],

New scientific research from Emory University School of Medicine, in Atlanta Georgia, suggests that the experiences of a parent could be passed on genetically even before conception. Our DNA it seems, records and stores emotional information.   [INSERT IMAGE J] This is natures way of insuring that whoever is born next, will come in with some pre-programed instincts for survival. This can result in being born afraid of certain smells, sights or sounds. Even fear of an animal or certain type of person can be passed on prior to conception.  This inherited memory is being called Trans-generational Inheritance. It seems the stronger the emotional experience is for the parent (positive or negative) the more likely the next generation will receive this information from the parents cells.   Sonya Sophia, from The Sophia School of Living Arts has created this EFT Tapping video to help you dissolve and rewrite inherited stress patterns that were passed down to you from your family. The future of the world is being carried around inside us. We can clear it for ourselves now using EFT and in the process save our unborn children from having to clean up their own parents or grandparents pain! Clean up your ancestral pain with this video now:
[INSERT AFFILIATE LINK: PAST/FUTURE-2 BLOG LINK- LOCATED IN AFFILIATE CENTER] 
Happy Tapping!
[INSERT YOUR NAME]


Email 3
Suggested Subject Line: Avoid Mother’s Mistakes using EFT
Have you noticed that try as you might, you are doing the exact same thing to your own child that your mother did to you?! Are you worried you won't get the job of mothering right?
[INSERT IMAGE K]
No one gets it just right as a parent (unless you had perfect parents). But we can use EFT to release accumulated memories and traumas which are still embedded in your limbic imprint from early childhood. 
Sonya Sophia, from The Sophia School of Living Arts has created this EFT Tapping video to help you clear subconscious programming and enhance your parenting skills. 
[INSERT AFFILIATE LINK: PAST/FUTURE 3- BLOG LINK- LOCATED IN AFFILIATE CENTER]
This EFT video will help you eliminate the side effects of mistakes your mother may have made in raising you. Let's do some EFT for a few minutes right now and see what happens. 
Tapping out the the way you were raised will dramatically improve your own ability to stay calm, attentive, energized and loving in the most difficult and important job in the world...PARENTING! Get inexpensive ongoing EFT support for clearing up your own childhood memories and do things with more love and patience that you were shown. 
Happy Tapping!
[INSERT YOUR NAME]

Email 4
Suggested Subject Line: Free Week of Healing
Hi [First Name],  I have a VERY SPECIAL TREAT for you!   Imagine having a true emotional relief expert "ON TAP" all the time to help you clear away crippling fears and self sabotage patterns.  Imagine filling yourself up over and over again with natural self confidence.   Imagine feeling relaxed in your body and happy about your life.
EFT (Emotional Freedom Techniques) expert Sonya Sophia is offering me a chance to gift you with a huge OPPORTUNITY to experience some EMOTIONAL FREEDOM for free. (No credit cards needed.) 

SIGN UP HERE: [INSERT AFFILIATE LINK FOR FREE WEEK - LOCATED IN AFFILIATE CENTER DROPDOWN - SALES PAGE URLS]

When I asked Sonya Sophia why she wanted to give out a FREE WEEK of Tapping to my people, this is what she said:

"People need to consistently release toxic thoughts and emotions because prolonged stress is taking a huge toll on health, finances and relationships. I want to make high quality emotional self-care fun, inexpensive and constantly available.

"Tapping support is vital for staying sane and stable and I want the world to be a happier and healthier place for all of us. EFT can be used in real time, real life situations and that's very empowering.

"I created the World Tapping Circle because EFT has helped me so much and I wanted to pay it forward."

The World Tapping Circle makes it possible for you to fit TAKING CARE of YOUR SELF into your busy LIFE. You can privately and effectively work out any kind of issues without going anywhere any time you like. 

When Sonya told me that she and her team were giving an end of the year "last call" to get in on ground floor prices I jumped at the opportunity to pass on a FREE TRIAL to you! 

I imagine using this week of free EFT to enhance intimacy in your romantic partnerships, to help your family or to help your self transform old habits around money or health.

The good that you can create with EFT is truly endless, and that's why I love it!  

If you work in a coaching, massage or a health care profession The World Tapping Circle is a blessed resource for your clients and or patients who need quality consistent emotional support. 
Feel free to pass along this FREE WEEK offer link to them. 

[INSERT IMAGE H HERE]

The World Tapping Circle is weekly a LIVE online EFT broadcast (but its always recorded) so you can tap along anytime it's convenient!
I can't wait for you to try it out and let me know what you experience within 
The World Tapping Circle.

Please be my guest and help yourself to a FREE WEEK of HEALING with Sonya Sophia. 
 
[INSERT AFFILIATE LINK FOR FREE WEEKLOCATED IN AFFILIATE CENTER DROPDOWN - SALES PAGE URLS]

See you in the circle!

[INSERT YOUR NAME]
 
